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Part 1 – Using GIS for Tsunami Disaster Assessment
The 2004 Indian Ocean earthquake was an undersea megathrust earthquake that occurred at 00:58:53 UTC on
December 26, 2004, with an epicenter off the west coast of Sumatra, Indonesia. The quake itself is known by
the scientific community as the Sumatra-Andaman earthquake. The resulting tsunami itself is given various
names, including the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami, Asian Tsunami, Indonesian Tsunami, and Boxing Day
Tsunami.
The earthquake was caused by subduction and triggered a series of devastating tsunami along the coasts of most
landmasses bordering the Indian Ocean, killing more than 225,000 people in eleven countries, and inundating
coastal communities with waves up to 30 meters (100 feet) high. It was one of the deadliest natural disasters in
recorded history. Indonesia, Sri Lanka, India, and Thailand were the hardest hit.
With a magnitude of between 9.1 and 9.3, it is the second largest earthquake ever recorded on a seismograph.
This earthquake had the longest duration of faulting ever observed, between 8.3 and 10 minutes. It caused the
entire planet to vibrate as much as 1 cm (0.4 inches) and triggered other earthquakes as far away as Alaska.
This exercise will use real-world data along with GIS technology and remote sensing to identify factors in
disaster assessment along the Indonesia coastline. We will take a look at finding and downloading the
necessary Landsat imagery, creating a subset of that imagery, getting NDVI for before and after the disaster,
calculate change detection and perform a simple unsupervised classification. There are a total of 9 parts (3
through 11) to this process and you need to remember that when you are finished with one image you need to
then do it with the other as well. This process must be completed for both the before and after imagery.

Part 2 – Where to get the data
Before we can actually do anything we need the data to perform our analysis. What we will be using here is
LandSat 7 Imagery. Launched on April 15th 1999, LANDSAT 7 began its mission to continue and augment the
27-year record of Earth-observation data begun by LANDSAT 1 in 1972. Enhanced instrument features in the
LANDSAT 7 design allow monitoring of global, regional, as well as small-scale features and processes on the
Earth's surface. Change detection studies for environmental, urban, or other applications are advanced by
LANDSAT's range of spectral and spatial resolutions.
Uses for LANDSAT 7:
Environmental monitoring
Geological and hydrological analysis
Agriculture, forestry, and natural resources monitoring

Land use classification and mapping
Coastal resources
GIS backdrops and land surface analysis
There are 8 bands to deal with. One might argue that there are 9 because there are 2 bands for 6 (6a & 6b).
Band

Band Spectral Range

Characteristic

(micrometers)

Band 1

0.45-0.52

Blue-Green

Band 2

0.53-0.61

Green (often mapped to Blue)

Band 3

0.63-0.69

Red (often mapped to Green)

Band 4

0.75-0.90

Near IR (often mapped to Red)

Band 5

1.55-1.75

Mid-IR

Band 6

10.4-12.5

Thermal IR

Band 7

2.09-2.35

Short Wave IR

Band 8

0.52-0.90

Panchromatic

Landsat-7's band 8 is used to sharpen the images from bands 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7. Sharpening enhances a lower
resolution composite image by impressing a higher resolution panchromatic image upon it. Landsat-7 data are
collected from a nominal altitude of 705 kilometers in 183- kilometer swaths, providing global coverage.

The appearance of different surface features for the different composite images is summarized below.
True Color

False Color

SWIR (GeoCover)

Red:
Band 3
Green: Band 2
Blue: Band 1

Red:
Band 4
Green: Band 3
Blue: Band 2

Red:
Band 7
Green: Band 4
Blue: Band 2

Trees and bushes

Olive Green

Red

Shades of green

Crops

Medium to light green

Pink to red

Shades of green

Wetland Vegetation

Dark green to black

Dark red

Shades of green

Water

Shades of blue and green

Shades of blue

Black to dark blue

Urban areas

White to light blue

Blue to gray

Lavender

Bare soil

White to light gray

Blue to gray

Magenta, Lavender,
or pale pink

The table below indicates what different features look like in different bands; in particular which individual
band or bands are best used to look for a particular feature. It also tells what color the feature will appear to be
in a false-color composite (not the GeoCover composite).
Feature

Best

Gray-scale

Band

(black and white)

False Color, or NIR

Clear Water

4

Black tone

Black

Silty Water

2, 4

Dark in 4

Bluish

4

Dark gray tone between black
water and light gray land

Blocky pinks, reds, blues, blacks

Deciduous Forests

3, 4

Very dark tone in 3, light in 4

Dark red

Coniferous Forest

3, 4

Mottled medium to dark gray in
4; Very dark in 3

Brownish-red and subdued tone

Defoliated Forest

3, 4

Lighter tone in 3, darker in 4

Grayish to brownish-red, relative to
normal vegetation

Mixed Forest

2, 4

Combination of blotchy gray
tones

Mottled pinks, reds, and brownish-red

Grasslands (in growth)

3, 4

Light tone

Pinkish-red

Croplands and Pasture

3, 4

Medium gray in 3, light in 4

Pinkish to moderate red, depending on
growth stage

Irregular darker gray tones
(broad)

Darker colors

2, 3, 4

Depends on surface composition
and extent of vegetative cover. If
barren or exposed, may be
brighter in 2 and 3 than 4

Red soils and red rock in shades of
yellow; gray soils and rock dark bluish;
rock outcrops associated with large land
forms and structure.

Faults and Fractures

3, 4

Linear (straight or curved), often
discontinuous; interrupts
topography; sometimes
vegetated

Sand and Beaches

2, 3

Bright in all bands

Stripped Land-Pits and
Quarries

2, 3

Similar to beaches – usually not
near large water bodies; often
mottled, depending upon
reclamation

Urban Areas:

3, 4

Usually light tones in 3,

Nonforested Coastal
Wetlands

Moist Ground

Soils – Bare Rock –

4

Fallow Fields

dark in 4

Commercial
Urban Areas:
Residential

3, 4

Mottled gray, street patterns
visible

White, bluish, light buff

Mottled bluish-gray with whitish and
reddish specks
Pinkish to reddish

Transportation

3, 4

Linear patterns; dirt and
concrete roads light in 3, asphalt
dark in 4.

Step 1: Open your Internet Browser and navigate to http://earthexplorer.usgs.gov. Here you will perform a
search on Banda Aceh, Indonesia. From here we can get the Latitude and Longitude which should be 5.5 E and
95.3 S.

Step 2: Now you can navigate your browser to http://glovis.usgs.gov. Here you can just click anywhere on the
map. Once the new window opens you can enter in the numbers you received from the previous step in
the Lat/Long boxes and click on the GO button.

Step 3: Click on Collection

Landsat Archive

L7 SLC-off (2003

).

Step 4: You can see now that it gives us just the tip of what we want to see. Go ahead and drag the image to
the top of the screen. This should change the Latitude to 4.3 and the Longitude to 95.5. Now this is what we
want. We can see the top of the coastline as well as a good portion of the affected area.
Step 5: Click on Resolution

240m.

Above photo reflects the December 29, 2004 date

Step 6: From here we want to see only the images around the December 26, 2004 devastation date. Go ahead
and navigate the Month to Dec and the Year to 2004. Click on GO.
Step 7: You will see that there are two available images. What you should be seeing is December 13 and

December 29. On each of these dates click on the Add button to include the images into your shopping cart.
Step 8: Once you have both items in your cart you can click on the Submit button. If you are lucky you may
be able to just hit the Download button. That means the data is already available.

Step 9: (do not download the data) From this point on it will show you what you have and you can see their
price is $0. In order to finish this transaction you will need to login. If you do not have an account you
can create one. It is free. Once you complete the process you will get an email with a link that lets you
check on the status of your order. Once your order is ready for download you will be notified. This
process could take a couple of days or more depending on the images requested and the size of your
order.
Step 10: For the purpose of this exercise the images will be provided for you so you do not have to wait. Save
the images to a location of your choosing. Preferably on a memory stick.

Part 3 – Load the Data
Before we can do anything we need to load the data. Now don’t forget that we have before and after scenes so
you will have to repeat this process (all Parts and Steps) for both scenes.
Step 1: Open ENVI
Step 2: From the Main Menu, select File

Open External File

Landsat

GeoTIFF

Step 3: In the Enter TIFF/GeoTIFF Filenames window, navigate to the location you saved your images. The
folder we want is Image 1.

Step 4: Select Landsat Bands 1-5, and 7 (these spectral bands have the same spatial resolution)

Step 5: Select Open
Step 6: The Available Bands List menu appears

Part 4 – Create a Data Cube
The next task is to create a single data cube which will house all of the Bands in a single image/cube instead of
6 separate ones. In ENVI this is called Layer Stacking. Layer Stacking is the process of building a multi-band
file from georeferenced images of various pixel sizes, extents, and projections. The output file has a geographic
extent that either encompasses all of the input file extents or encompasses only the data extent where all of the
files overlap. So…basically you have a single file that has multiple layers inside of it.
Step 1: From the Main Menu, select Basic Tools

Layer Stacking

Step 2: The Layer Stacking Parameter Window appears

Step 3: Click Import File…
Step 4: Select all Bands and click OK
Step 5: Click Reorder Files…

Step 6: Reorder Files window opens
Step 7: Drag and drop each band in the order of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7.

Step 8: Click OK
Step 9: Under Enter Output Filename click Choose
Step 10: Go to the location you wish to save the new file and type in the filename Image_1_Stacked.img

Step 11: Click Open
Step 12: Click OK

Step 13: Here you will see a Create Layer File window open and process your request. When it is finished it
will open the new stack in the Available Bands List along with the individual layers.

Part 5 – Rename Bands for Data Cube
Notice in the new data cube you just created that the band names are confusing and long. Here we will rename
then so they are cleaner and more manageable. Typically each band represents a certain nature of the image.
Here we will use the standard which is:
Band 1
Band 2
Band 3
Band 4
Band 5
Band 7

Step 1: From the Main Menu, select File

Blue
Green
Red
Near Infra-Red (NIR)
Mid-Infra-Red (MIR)
Shortwave Infra-Red (SWIR)

Edit ENVI Header

Step 2: Now you will see the Edit Header Input File window
Step 3: Under Select Input File…choose Image_1_Stacked.img

Step 4: Click OK…the Header Info window pops up

Step 5: Click Edit Attributes
Step 6: Click Band Names

Step 7: Now you will see the Edit Band Name Values window
Step 8: Click on the first Band and name it Band 1 - Blue…do the same for each additional Band naming them
according to their Band # and Name. If you followed each of the previous steps correctly you should
be able to see the numbers on the end of each item such as B10, B20, B30…and so on. If they are in
order then you have done it correctly. Make sure they are in order so when you are renaming them it
comes out right.
Step 9: When finished renaming them all click OK

Step 10: Click OK on the Header Info window

Part 6 – Clipping a Subset
Now that you have created the data cube and renamed each Band within it we need to cut it down. The
challenge here is that the image is much larger than we actually need. Currently the file size is around 334MB.
That is because it includes a lot of area in the image that we do not need. At this point we are going to clip the
data cube so we only have to deal with the affected area.
Step 1: From the Main Menu select Basic Tools

Resize Data (Spatial/Spectral)

Step 2: Choose the Image_1_Stacked.img image to clip

Step 3: Click Spatial Subset

Step 4: Under the Subset Using section click on Image
Step 5: You will now have a small window which shows your image and a red box surrounding it. Move
around the corners of the box until you are satisfied with the area you wish to clip. Remember we need
to include the entire coastline so we will still get a bit of area we don’t need but a lot less than we had
before. When the box is in place, click OK
TIP 1: Samples – 3090 TO 7788 NS 4699
TIP 2: Lines – 244 TO 4744 NL 4501

Step 6: Click OK
Step 7: On the Resize Data Input File window click OK
Step 8: On the Resize Data Parameters window choose a filename and location to save the new image and then
click OPEN.

Step 9: Click OK…this may take a few minutes to process.
Step 10: Now go ahead and load the new Band into a Display. If you compare the files and their sizes you will
see not only visually they cover less area but the files size is now around 123MB – which is about 1/3
of the size of the original.
Step 11: Close the Display

Part 7 – Calculate NDVI
Now that we have manipulated our data to a point where we can actually use it we will perform some
calculations on it. Some simplifying spectral transformations are based on prior information about the
reflectance properties of the materials of interest. An example is the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index
(NDVI), which is calculated from the reflected solar radiation in the near-infrared (N=0.725-1.1 µm) and red
(R=0.58-0.68 µm) wavelength bands as
NDVI =

Band 4 – Band 3
-------------------Band 4 + Band 3

Step 1: Load a new RGB Image using Bands 1, 2 & 3
Step 2: From the Main Menu select Transform

NDVI

Step 3: In the NDVI Calculation Input File window, Select your Image_1_Clipped data stack

Step 4: Click OK
Step 5: The NDVI Calculation Parameters window opens

Step 6: Notice that the “Input File Type” box is set to Landsat TM and the “NDVI Bands” are correctly set to
bands 3 and 4, respectively
Step 7: Click the Choose button next to Enter Output Filename
Step 8: Name the file Image_1_NDVI

Step 9: Click Open

Step 10: Click OK
Step 11: This may take a few minutes to calculate

Step 12: NDVI band shows up in your Available Bands List
Step 13: Load the NDVI Band into a new Display window and check it out

Step 14: Investigate both images (RGB and NDVI)

Step 17: Link both displays by going to the Display window select Tools

Link

Link Displays

Step 18: The Link Displays window comes up. Click OK

Step 19: Investigate the images by going to the Display window select Tools

Step 20: The Cursor Location / Value window comes up.

Cursor location value

Step 21: Look at the values for both images by moving your cursor around one image and seeing how it
changes the values in the Cursor Location / Value window

Part 8 – Unsupervised Classification
There are two types of Classification methods available: Supervised and Unsupervised. Here we will use the
Unsupervised Classification method for extracting thematic information from multispectral remote sensing data.
Unsupervised Classification is the process of classifying digital data in remote sensing without the interaction of
the user.
Step 1: From the Main Menu select Classification

Unsupervised

Step 2: Select your Image_1_Clipped located in the left window

ISODATA

Step 3: Click OK
Step 4: Now you will see an ISODATA Parameters window.

Step 5: Change the following parameters to the given values:
Max Iterations
Min # Classes
Max # Classes

3
15
20

TIP: When using an unsupervised classification it is better to start out with lots of classes and then you
can combine them later as needed.
Step 6: Click the Choose button next to Enter Output Filename
Step 7: Name the file Image_1_USC
Step 8: Click OPEN

Step 9: Click OK

Step 10: This will take several minutes to process. It’s good time for a break while processing.

Step 11: Image_1_USC band shows up in your Available Bands List

Step 12: Load this new Band into a new Display window and check it out

Part 9 – Post Classification
Now that our classification is complete we need to do some cleanup and adjustments. The point of this process
is to smooth out the results instead of having the salt-and-pepper effect. We only want to see the dominant
pixels. In this part we will use the Clump and Sieve. Clump and Sieve are used to generalize classification
images. Sieve is usually run first to remove the isolated pixels based on a size (number of pixels) threshold,
then clump is run to add spatial coherency to existing classes by combining adjacent similar classified areas.

Step 1: From the Main Menu select Classification

Post Classification

Sieve classes

Step 2: Here we get a Classification Input File window. Select your Image_1_USC file

Step 3: In the Sieve Parameters Window, select your Image_1_USC classification file you just created, leave
the parameters as listed, enter the new filename as Image_1_PC_Sieve and select OK

Step 4: This will take a moment to process

Step 5: The new “Sieved” image appears in the Available Bands List

Step 6: Open the new classification in a new Display Window

Step 7: Link to your original classification and compare visually
Step 8: From the Main Menu select Classification

Post Classification

Clump classes

Step 9: In the Classification Input File window, select your Image_1_PC_Sieve subset data stack, leave
parameters as listed, enter the new filename as Image_1_PC_Clump and select OK

Step 10: This may take a moment to process

Step 11: The new “Clumped” image appears in the Available Bands List

Step 12: Open the new classification in a new Display Window and compare it to the first “sieved”
classification image

Part 10 – Name Categories
Now that we have completed the Post Classification we need to go through and checkout the classes that were
created. For our images we would have around 21. As you go through and check them out you will see that
there are classes that have the same colors. What we need to do is compare the original (Stacked) image with
the clumped image and see what each class appears to be visually based on the original image. For instance, is
it water, urban, roadway, vegetation, etc… We then need to rename each class accordingly. Once completely
we want to pare down the classes so that we have no duplicates.
Step 1: From the Display Window, select Tools

Color Mapping

Class Color Mapping

Step 2: In the Class Color Mapping Window click on the categories under “Selected Class” and compare the
color of that class to the actual ground imagery.

Step 3: In the Display Window, select Tools Cursor Location Value
Note: This will help you tell which color class is which
Step 4: Based on your visual observation, under “class name:” rename the class (water, urban, agriculture, null,
etc) and change the color to be a color you associate with that land cover
Step 5: After you name all of the classes, if any of the classes are the same (with 20 classes you should have
many of these), go to Main Menu Classification Post Classification Combine Classes
Step 6: Select your classification image, select OK
Step 7: Select your input class (e.g. water1) and your output class (e.g. water2), select Add Combination
Step 8: In Combine Classes Output Window, under Remote Empty Classes, select Yes
Step 9: Name your new file Image_1_PC_Named
Step 10: Load your new classification file

Part 11 – Transform Classification to an ENVI Standard File
Now that we have completed the classification process we want to convert this new image to an ENVI Standard
file. The reason here is because it is easier to work with once we go to ArcMap. The values this file will
contain are actual standard deviation values so they will be much easier to work with. You need to complete
this process for both NDVI images.
Step 1: From the Main Menu window, select File

Save File As

ENVI Standard

Step 2: Now we need to tell it which NDVI image to save so we are going to click on Import File

Step 3: In the Create New File Input File window click on your “Image_1_NDVI” and click OK

Step 4: Click Choose and make sure you are in the folder you wish to save the new file. Type in the new
filename as “Image_1_NDVI.dat”. Notice here we are creating a DAT file
Step 5: Click Open

Step 6: Click OK

Step 7: Now you can go ahead back to step 1 and do the same for the second NDVI image.

Part 12 – Create a Mask for each NDVI
As you will notice we have many instances of the values zero in where there is no actual data. Masks for us
here are to get rid of the zero values and replace them with NoData values because technically zero is a value.
Once we have completed this process we want to convert this new mask image to an ENVI Standard file for use
in ArcMap just like before. You need to complete this process for both NDVI images. Remember, you should
have each of your original NDVI images loaded into 2 display windows.
Step 1: From the Main Menu, select Basic Tools

Masking

Build Mask

Step 2: In the Mask Definition Input Display window select Display #1 and click OK

Step 3: In the #1 Mask Definition window click Options

Import Data

Step 4: This will bring up the Select Input for Mask Data Range window. Click on Image_1_NDVI.

Step 5: Click OK.

Step 6: In the Input for Data Range Mask window enter the values:
Min: 0.4
Max: 1

Step 7: Click OK.
Step 8: This will bring you back to the #1 Mask Definition window with your new range in the list.

Step 9: Click Choose and name your new file Image_1_NDVI_Mask.

Step 10: Click Apply. This will bring up a processing window. It should only take a few seconds.

Step 11: You will now see your new Mask in your Available Bands list.

Step 12: Your #1 Mask Definition window should still be open. Go ahead and click Cancel.

Step 13: Now we want to save our new Mask as an ENVI Standard file for use
in ArcMap. Since you have already done it twice, go ahead and do it
but this time name the file “Image_1_NDVI_Mask.dat”
Step 14: Go back and complete this process for image 2 and name it
accordingly

Once this section is completed twice you should now have 4 ENVI Standard
DAT files in your project folder. Once for each NDVI and one for each MASK.

Part 13 – ArcMap and ModelBuilder
Now that we have completed all of our ENVI processing of the images we are going to bring all of this
information into ArcMap and perform some more calculations. The reason we are doing this is because we
want to get the amount of vegetation in the before image and compare it to the after image to find out the total
lost vegetation due to the tsunami. In order to do this processing you need to make sure that your Spatial
Analyst extension is turned on and available.
Step 1: Open ArcMap
Step 2: Add the four DAT files you created in ENVI as layers
Once you do this we need to double click on “Image_1_NDVI.dat” and under the Stretched section, go
to the bottom of the window and change the Stretch Type to Standard Deviation. This will force all
of the values to be between -1 and 1. Once you have done this click OK. You will be prompted with a
new window asking to create statistics. Click OK on it as well. You need to do this to all four DAT
files.
Step 3: Open ArcToolbox
Step 4: Right-click on the heading ArcToolbox and select New Toolbox

Step 5: Name this new toolbox Change Detection
Step 6: Right-click on this new toolbox and select New

Model

Step 7: Now that we have the window open, drag in all four Layers you imported

Step 8: Now go ahead and rename them: Image 1, Image 2, Image 1 Mask, Image 2 Mask. You can do this by
right-clicking on the oval and choose rename. Once done go ahead and reorder them

Step 9: Go to your toolbox and search for reclassify. This should bring up two options. The one we want is
Spatial Analyst
Step 10: Drag it to your Model and drop it
next to your “Image 1 Mask”.
What we are going to do here is
change all of our “bad” data
which show up as zeroes and
change them to “NoData” and
take all remaining values and
change them to “0”. We only
want 3 ranges. Simply put we
want “NoData” and zero “0”.
Create a connection from “Image
1 Mask” to “Reclassify” that you
just put. This will then change
color.

Step 11: Double click on Reclassify and it
should bring up your Reclassify
window.

Step 12: Here we are going to change our New Values. We want all of our “Old” values of zero (0) to have a
new value of “NoData”. This is because where ever we have zero in our NDVI it actually is a value of
no data. In order to treat it as such we want to change it to the keyword “NoData” because technically
zero is a value and there for it is data.
Step 13: Now we want all of our “Old” values of 255 to have a new value of “0”.

Step 14: Check your Path and give this Output Raster a filename. Click Okay

Step 15: Go back to step 10 and follow the same four steps for the other Mask. Be absolute sure you have no
more than the three categories as in the previous one.

Step 16: At this point I went ahead and renamed each of my output ovals for the reclassification which is why
it shows it the way it does above.
Step 17: Now we want to reorder our object in the Model window so our Masks and Images are next to each
other.

Step 18: Go to your toolbox and search for plus. This should bring up three options. The one we want is
Spatial Analyst
Step 19: Drag this to the right and kind of to the center between “RC Image 1 Mask” and “Image 1”. Do the
same for the other

Step 20: Make the appropriate connections

Step 21: Double click on each PLUS object and give the Output Raster a proper name and be sure it is saving
in the path you want it to.
Step 22: Go to your toolbox and search for minus. This should bring up three options. The one we want is
Spatial Analyst
Step 23: Drag this to the right and kind of to the center between the Output Raster’s.
Step 24: Make the connection between each of the Output Raster’s and rename the new output to “NDVI
Difference”.

Step 25: Right click on your new “NDVI Difference” and select “Add To Display”.
Step 26: Go to the top icon bar and select the far right icon (Run). It will now process your new model and add
a new layer called “NDVI Difference” when it finishes processing. This may take a couple of
minutes.
NOTE: If at any point you make a change to your model and want to run it a second time you can go to the
Model menu in the window and choose “Run Entire Model”.

Part 14 – Layer Properties
Now we want to make our new NDVI Difference layer stand out from the rest of the map. We can do this by
changing the color ramp of the layer.

Step 1: Double click on the NDVI Difference layer to launch the “Layer Properties” window.

Step 2: On the Color Ramp change the color to something that is dark on each end and light in the middle.

Step 3: Click OK

Step 4: At this point if you want, go ahead and turn on the Image_1_NDVI layer along with your new layer and
see where the difference are from the before image and the devastation as shown by the new layer.

Part 15 – USGS Earthquake Hazards Program
Now that we have completed all of our ENVI processing of the images we need to retrieve information from the
USGS Earthquake Hazards database which will give us information on the point of origin (GPS Coordinates)
for the Tsunami and a basic map of where it was. We can then include this in our overall ArcMap presentation
with the other two images.
Step 1: Open your Internet browser and navigate to http://earthquake.usgs.gov/

Step 2: In the top left of the page click on Earthquake Center

Step 3: On the left-hand navigation click on Search EQ Database

Step 4: Click on Global (Worldwide)

Step 5: Scroll down the page a bit so you can see all of the options
Step 6: Under Select Output File Type select Generate Map
Step 7: Under Select the Database select USGS/NEIC (PDE) 1973 - Present

Step 8: Under Optional Search Parameters enter in the following information:
Starting Year: 2004
Starting Month: 12
Starting Day: 26
Ending Year: 2004
Ending Month: 12
Ending Day: 26
Minimum Magnitude: 9
Maximum Magnitude: 9
Step 9: Click Submit Search (This should bring up one find for that date)
Step 10: Right-Click the map and choose to save the Picture. Save it as EQ_Image

Part 16 – Create Visual Presentation in ArcMap
Now that we have found our image from the USGS database and we have created our Classified Images from
the before and after dates we are ready to create a presentation.
Step 1: Open ArcMap
Step 2: Import both of your before and after images
Step 3: Import your new EQ_Image
Step 4: Create a basic map for presentation using all three images
Step 5: Looking at this map, pay close attention to the before and after images. Notice the coastline. You can
clearly see the devastation that took place.

Part 17 – Report Your Results
Now you need write a brief report explaining your findings. Be sure to include your images. We want to see
what it looked like before the tsunami and after. We also do not want to leave out the specifics of the tsunami
such as where it originated, how far it traveled, how far inland it traveled, how many perished and so on.
Explain your findings!
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